
The Lone Robin:  A New SFQG Quilting Game from Julia McLeod
 

While we’re under pandemic restrictions, I couldn’t see a way to 
continue Block of the Month without obliging you to visit the post 
office. Since none of us should make unnecessary outings, we’re 
suspending BOM until we can resume in-person meetings. 
  
In the meantime, let me introduce you to a new quilting game: The 
Lone Robin. It’s part progressive quilt, part mystery quilt and will be 
a whole lot of fun! 
  

We’ll do this for six months, completing a stage of our quilt every month, following 
instructions for that month. For those of you with traditional tastes, you might consider 
making a medallion quilt, building it by adding a new round each month. For modern/art 
quilters, you can choose to add any kind of compositional element—one strip, one chunk—
in keeping with the instructions for that month. 
  
We’ll all be following the same basic “recipe” because we’ll all add the same components in 
the same sequence—but there are NO RULES about color choices, dimensions or 
placement. You can choose how much detail you want to put into your quilt. A plain border 
with one single motif-of-the-month still qualifies! 
  
Instructions will be released May through October via our newsletter, eBlast and Facebook 
page. November will be a catch-up month, and December will be the big reveal! Everyone 
who enters a quilt gets to vote for the winner. And that lucky winner—could it be YOU?—
will get a gift certificate just in time for the holidays! 
  
Here’s our starting point for May: Your first element must be something that involves curves 
or a circle. What you do beyond that is entirely up to you. Your first block can be any size or 
shape. Go for a paper-pieced block … cut your curves free-hand … appliqué something 
circular … or even feature a face! 

For your inspiration, I’ve included examples by Jess Wheelahan, Victoria Findley Wolfe, Julie 
Silber, Julie Fei-Fan Balzer, Laura Finley, Marianne Haak, Melissa Averinos and Jo Avery. 
  
Have fun, Lone Robins! And feel free to reach out with questions or comments via my 
contact info in Membership Directory. 
      — Julia McLeod  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